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ABSTRACT
A relatively simple and inexpensive device is described which can be
used to provide a highly homogeneous solenoidal magnetic field when the
solenoid windings are inadequate. Design considerations and experimen-
tal measurements are presented. A fiel d strai ghtness of approximately
10-4 radians has been achieved.
* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Nuclear PhysiGS Division,
of the U. S. Department of Energy Under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
I. Introduction
There exists a class of devices requiring a long, high current den-
sity electron beam. Typically an electron gun with high electrostatic
area convergence [1] is used to yield a current density higher than the
cathode emission limit. This beam is then injected into a rapidly ri5-
i r.g sol anotda1 n:.agneti c fi e1d tv further increase the dens i ty [2]. A
common app1 tcatton of thi s technique is the microwave travel ing wave
tube [3].
Some devi ces, however, requi re a very II hi gh qual i ty" magneti c fi e1d
[4]. The axial field may be required to deviate from straightness by
1ess than 10-3 radi ans • Expressed another way, the fi e1d 1i ne on axi s
would have a transverse deflection of less than 0.1 rom in a 10 cm axial
length. The standard method of achieving this high quality field is to
take great care in the winding of the solenoid. If high magnetic field
strength is requi red, 1arge cross- secti on conductor must be used for
cooling normal coils, and this limits the winding tolerance. The stan-
dard solution is to use a supsrconductf nq solenoid with small diameter
wire [4].
A method to ensure high field quality has been developed, using
normal coils only. A structure consisting of a series of annular iron
discs (i.e. flat rings) located within the magnet winding minimizes the
transverse field components on the solenoid axis. This magnetic field
"homogenizer" has enabled us to produce a field region which is straight
to within 2 X 10-4 radians over an axial distance of 60 em A
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•description of the homogenizer, design considerations, field measurement
technique, and the results obtained follows.
II. Background
A number of devices call for an axially propagating high current
density electron beam. Microwave traveling wave tubes are perhaps the
most COl'llllOn such apHcation. [3] Another is the Electron Beam Ion
source, or EBIS, [4] which is a device for producing highly stripped
heavy ions (e.g. Kr34+, Xe48+) [5] by containing the ions within a
dense electron beam where successive electron impact ionization leads to
high charge states. A high current density (up to 103 A/cm2) is
produced by injecting an electrostatically focused beam from an electron
gun into a steeply rising magnetic field. The beam is compressed by the
field and a high current density ensues. Matching of the beam to the
magnetic field has been discussed by a number of authors. [6] For the
compression to establish a uniform, high current density beam the field
must be of very high quality; in particular the field line on axis must
be very straight. This means that any off-axis transverse field compo-
nents shoul d be aztmrthal ly synrnetric. Empirically, various investi ga-
tors have found that a fiel d strai ghtness better than 10-3 radians is
required. [7]
We are constructing such an EBIS device at this Ieboratory, The
solenoid design was dictated by the fi·eld strength required (up to 1 T)
and the availability of suitable coils and power supplies at the labo-
ratory. Three coils in series, with iron polepieces at either end, make
up the solenoid. Each coil is 40 cm 10, 71 cm 00, and 15 cm thick,
wound with 144 turns of 1.3 em square cross-section copper tubing. The
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coils are spaced 9 cm apart. A peak field of 1 T ts produced with a
current of 1.4 leA provided by a D.C. motor generator. The required
field quality is produced by the installation of the magnetic field
homogenizer.
III. Design Consideration
The homogenizer acts to smooth out any asymmetric transverse magne-
tic field components. It consists of a series of annular iron rings. A
schematic of the solenoid with the homogenizer in place is shown in Fig.
1, and a photograph of the homogenizer is shown in Fig. 2. Each iron
ring forms a magnetic equipotential surface as long as the iron ts not
saturated. Any azimuthal asynmetries in the field due to errors in the
solenoid windings are smoothed out by the iron and do not appear in the
region inside the iron rings. The problem of field straightness there-
fore reduces to one of ali gnment of the iron rings, a much easier task
than the alignment of many large copper Windings which are under consi-
derable stress.
To assess the necessary ri ng thickness, a, assume that one coil is
displaced from the axis by ar as shown in Fig. 3. The non-axisynmetric
component of f1ux due to the di sp1acement enters the i ron near /J = 0,
and leaves the iron near /J = w. The additional flux entering and leav-
i ng the i ron due to the di sp1acement is therefore proporti ona1 to cose,
and the maximum flux in the ring is proportional to112 cos.6d.6. Let
the current density in the coil be j Amp/~.
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•A small radial displacement of the coil can be represented by a pair
of current sheets of opposite signs on the inside and outside boundaries
of the coil, and varying like cos~. Figure 4 shows these current sheets
labeled C and D. The amplitude of this non-axisyn1l1etric current due to
the displacement Ar is given by
This pair of current sheets is equivalent to a pair of magnetic charge
sheets at the two ends of the coil, shown in Fi g. 4 as sheets A and B.
The field perturbation due to the radial displacement can therefore be
cal cul ated by analyzing these magnetic charge sheets. The charge dis-
tribu ti on is
Il o Hc cos ~ •
Looking at a di fferentfal area,
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Fi g. 3.
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i = ~ArBo(Ll/Lc )Jr.
If the maximum field allowed in the ring to avoid saturation is B1,
! ~ Blab
where a is the ring thickness and b is the radial extent, as shown in
Then
where ~ is the fraction of the flux which enters a particular ring. Let
Lc be the axial length of the coil, and L1 be the distance between
coil centers.
Therefore the maximum flux in an annular ring is given by
where Ho is the field on the solenoid axis.
Therefore
BO L1 R
a ~ 11 - - - er (1)
B1 Lc b
In a similar manner, tilt can be represented by Ar = Ra, where a is the
maximum angular displacement of the coil.
Therefore
~ _ 1.J. ,I ~
1£4 -"4''''A''Z 'i B
t A = - tB' t. and "1 = It i I t
_ 1
Tll = n2 = Tl4 - ~, Tl3 = 0
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To continue with the design, one must determine Tl' The error due to
a radi a1 di sp1acenent can be represented by the 2 equal magneti c charge
sheets of opposite signs labeled A and B in Figure 4. Symmetry ensures
the addi tiona1 fl ux to ring 3 is zero. The fl ux to ring 2 is given
approximately as 1/2 of the flux from A, and 1/4 of the flux from B. An
approximate division of flux is therefore
is n "'" 1/4.
A final paralOOter yet to be determined is b, the radtal extent of
the rings. From figure 4 it is clear that one desires the rings to be
close to the cons in order to intercept the most flux possible, and
Let
Note that B1 does not include the symmetric field which passes
through each ring in the axial direction. This field can be included by
letting (B1 2+ Bo2~ »e less than the maxtmrm field to avoid saturation.
There are two other effects which should be mentioned. The axial field
between the rings is increased due to the presence of the rings. This
effect is small if a «L J'dditiona1 flux also enters the rings
through the inner and outer radii, but this flux is small if a « b.
A representative maximum value for Tl is Tl== 1/4. For tnt one obtains
charge sheets C and 0, and by a similar analysis the naxtmim value of Tl
Therefore
•
•
For most practical cases) tile ripple turns out to be very small) and
b can be made as large as is practical consistent with space
then
consi dera tions.
Therefore Eq. 1 can be used to determine the ring thickness, now
that 11 and b are known. If one lets 80 = 1 T and B1 = 1 T to avoid
saturation, for a =1.3 em, b =5.5 em) L1 =24.4 em, Lc =
16.8 em, if = 27.9 an, and 1'\ = 1/4 one finds er = 0.7 em. Therefore a
displacement of 0.7 em in the radial position of a coil will not satu-
rate the homogenizer. Likewise, a tilt of approximately 25 mrad is ac-
ceptable. -8-
If
and
where 10 is the modi fi ed Bessel functi on and k = 2T f>.. where x is the
axial symmet'~ distance as shown on Fig. 3.
therefore the outer radius will be determined by space considerations.
For the ideal syrrmetric case the J'lngs produce a ripple in the field
magnitude on the axis and do not affect the straightness. The allowable
ripple will determine r1) the inner radius of the rings. The
perturbation on the axis due to a perturbation at r 1 is given by
••
IV. Configuration and Measurements
The homogenizer, shown in Fig. 2, is made from well annealed, type
1018, low carbon steel. The ring dimensions are 37.6 cm 00, 26.7 cm 10,
and 1.3 cm thick. Repeated machining and anneal ing was performed to
ensure a homogeneous permeability. Three spaced rings are located under
each coil, machined to a tolerance of 25 ~m. Cylindrical aluminum
spacers and type 310 stainless steel rods provide a rigid clamping
structure with low magnetic susceptibility. The rings in the finished
assembly are parallel and coaxial to within 25 ~m.
The field quality has been measured, using the technique of
Nishihara and Terada [8]. The resolution of our magnetic (Hall effect)
probe assembly is such that a devi ati on from strai ghtness of approxi-
mately 10-4 radians. or an axial fi~ld line deflection of approxi-
mately 10 um in a length of 10 em can be measured. Some results of
these measurements are shown in fi gures 5 and 6. The projecti on in the
transverse pl ane of a fiel d 1ine near the axis is shown for various
axial positions given by the labeled points. Figure 5a shows the field
without the homagen i zer, and fi gure 6a shows the fi e1d with the homoge-
nizer. A constant vector can be subtracted from these trajectories
compensa ti ng for any misa1i gnment of the axi s of the probe assembly from
the solenoidal axis, and therefore permitt~ng a clearer comparison.
Figures 5b and 6b show these projections~ without and with the
homogenizer, respectively. With the homageh rzer , the fiel d line is
strai ght to l' 40 um over an axial distance of 60 cm •
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Further verification of the strai ghtness of the axis is' shown in
Fig. 7. An electron gun is located outside one end of the solenoid, and
a tungsten sheet 25 um inch th i ck is moved along the axis, A telescope
is used to measure the location in the transverse plane of the spot on
the tungsten heated by the (pulsed) electron beam. Upon removing the
constant vector, figure 7 shows the beam trajectory to be straight with-
in !50 um (the limit of resolution) over an axial distance of 55 cm.
The field axis was adjusted to achieve these results by slight shifting
of the homogeni zer. Through judici ous adjustments of the ti 1t and
transverse position of the homogenizer, a field line passing through the
"
center of both pole pieces and nonnal to the first polepiece is ob-
tained.
v. Conclusion
A simple piece of hardware has been described which can be used to
produce a highly homogeneous magnetic field when the solenoidal windings
are inadequate. The field straightness produced in this case is approx-
imately 10-4 radians.
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Fi gure Capti ons
Figure 1. Schematic of the solenoid, inclUding the coils, the iron
polepieces, and the magnetic homogenizer rings.
Fi gure 2. Photograph of the magneti c homogenizer. The soft iron rings
are supported by aluminum spacers, and held together with
non-permeable stainless steel rods.
Figure 3. Two views of the coil and homogenizer configuration, showing
the labels used in the equations, the assymetrical
displacement of one coil by sr , and the flux distribution in
one iron ring of the homogenizer.
Fi gure 4. An i dealfzed schematic of a coil and the nearby homogenizer
rings.
Figure 5. Polar projection of the magnetic field axis before using the
magnetic homogenizer, showing the radial deviation in rml for
various axial locations 5 em apart.
a) Raw projection
b) Projection subtracti ng a constant vector to compensate
for misalignment of the magnetic probe axis.
Figure 6. Polar projection of the magnetic field axis with the magncLic
homagen;zer tn place, sho~ing the radi ai devi ati on ; n 11111 for
various axial locations 5 cm apart.
a) Raw projection
b) Projection subtract; n9 a constant vector to compensate
for misalignment of the magnetic probe axis.
Figure 7. Polar projection of the electron beam trajectory, showing the
radial deviation in 11111 for various axial locations 5 em apart.
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